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historicising grief: public representations of loss in ... - transmutations in human self-understanding, which
necessitates historical inquiry as a reflective capacity within, not only the human being, but more pertinently, the
human sciences. much work in the recent decades has been inspired by another french philosopher and historian,
michel foucault. mindtraining new jacket layout 1 3/21/14 5:46 pm page 1 ... - the library of tibetan classics is
a special series being developed by the institute of tibetan classics aimed at making key classical tibetan texts part
of the global literary and intellectual heritage. american an thr opo l ogist [80, book notes - culture, primarily
from a perspective of psycho- logical anthropology. also contains a collection of tales of mixed or european origin
and an un- usual collection of fanciful stories thought to be fact by chippewan informants. doel m. mar- ingl el
compadrazgo en america latina: anilisis antropol6gico de 106 camon. lurj bemecos. book review: harsh justice:
criminal punishment and the ... - theoretical criminology(2001) and my account on germany in law and social
inquiry (2004)). all of these forces continue to warrant sociological attention. in short, this is an important book.
us punitiveness is again documented, but here along a differentiated set of analytic dimensions; the point for a
historical sociology that the disavowal of uncanny disabled children: why non ... - the psycho-biological
register in order to recognize them as disorders while, simultaneously, threatening to erase these bodies/minds as
defi- ... reference to these stories in the article would recognize the source . ... inquiry  which positions
the storyteller as commentator and critic  adds ... of palaces and pagodas: palatial symbolism in the
buddhist ... - abstract this paper is an inquiry into possible motivations for representing ... volumes and articles
dedicated to its explication from both historical and religious perspectives. see, ... rafters still frame the interior
barrel vault as an overt reference to arcuated-timber prototypes (fig. 4).10
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